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NK cells lyse virus-infected cells by degranulation; however, alterations in NK cell degranulation in persistent viral infections have not been directly studied. Earlier reports have documented a decrease in NK activity
in patients with frequently recurring herpes (FRH). We corroborate these findings by showing that the
degranulation responses of blood NK cells from patients with FRH, both during relapse and during remission,
are significantly lower than those in healthy donors. The impaired degranulation was probably not caused by
defective target cell recognition, since it was observed upon stimulation both with K562 cells and with a
receptor-independent stimulus (phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate plus ionomycin). We also show that the
intracellular expression of perforin and CD107a by NK cells from patients with FRH is not different from that
in healthy donors, thus excluding that the low NK cell degranulation in FRH is caused by a smaller size of the
lytic granule compartment. We confirm previous reports on lowered NK activity in FRH patients and show that
NK activity is significantly impaired only during remission, but not relapse; the causes for the discrepancy
between the low degranulation and “normal” NK cell activity during relapse are discussed. In all, these data
point at the deficit of NK cell degranulation in FRH. Whether this is a predisposing factor or a consequence
of herpes simplex virus infection requires further investigation.
NK cell can ensue from stimulation of activating receptors that
recognize viral proteins or stress-induced molecules on the
surfaces of infected cells, from the insufficient stimulation of
inhibitory receptors due to reduced major histocompatibility
complex (MHC) class I expression, or from both (27). NK cells
are also activated by antibodies coating virus-infected targets,
which results in antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity
(14). A hallmark of NK cell activation is degranulation, that is,
the release of lytic granule contents (perforin and granzymes)
onto the surface of the target cell. The inner surface of the
granules is coated with CD107a (lysosome-associated membrane protein 1), a highly glycosylated protein that constitutes
ca. 50% of membrane proteins of the lysosomes and their
derivatives, including lytic granules (20, 23, 29, 39). After degranulation, CD107a is exposed on the surface of the cytotoxic
lymphocyte, where it might protect the outer membrane from
perforin-mediated damage (20). Externalization of CD107a
has been proven to be a marker of degranulation of NK cells
(2, 7), CD8⫹ T cells (5), and CD4⫹ T cells (10). An NK cell
degranulation assay, based on externalization of CD107a, enables the direct detection and enumeration of NK cells that
respond to a particular stimulus by the release of cytotoxic
proteins. The results of NK cell degranulation assays have been
demonstrated to correlate with those of the standard cytotoxicity assay (2).
We took advantage of the degranulation assay to enumerate
degranulating NK cells in patients with FRH during recurrence
and remission, in comparison to healthy donors. In parallel,
the intracellular expression of perforin and CD107a in NK
cells was examined. As an integral parameter of NK cell func-

Herpes simplex virus type 1 (HSV-1) and HSV-2, the causative agents of herpes labialis and genitalis, are examples of the
most common human pathogens. After primary invasion
through epithelial surfaces, HSVs establish a latent infection in
trigeminal or sacral ganglia. Up to 90% of humans are lifelong
HSV carriers (11). The latent infection can be reactivated by a
number of factors, such as psychological stress, fever, UV irradiation, or immunosuppression (38). Upon reactivation, the
virus is transported to the epithelia of the mouth cavity, lips, or
genitals, more seldom to epithelia at other locations, where it
replicates causing vesicular rash and ulceration (38); the virus
may also be shed asymptomatically (37). Frequently recurring
herpes (FRH), defined here as a disease with two or more
symptomatic relapses a year, represents a significant socioeconomic problem; in the most severe cases of FRH, asymptomatic periods are virtually absent.
NK cells play an important role in the control of HSV
infection (1, 19, 36). Mice lacking NK cells, as well as humans
with primary or secondary immune deficiencies affecting NK
cells, are very sensitive to HSV and develop severe forms of
HSV infection (1, 6, 25, 28). At the same time, HSVs are able
to counteract NK cell activation or evade from NK cell recognition (16, 31).
NK cells recognize virus-infected target cells by means of
inhibitory and activating receptors (26, 27). Activation of an
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tion, we analyzed NK activity, i.e., the ability of mononuclear
cells (MNCs) from patients and donors to kill K562 target cells
in a standard cytotoxicity assay.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

were pooled, and the cells were analyzed by using a Cytomics FC500 flow
cytometer. In each sample, the percentage of dead targets was determined as the
percentage of PI⫹ events among CFSE⫹ events. Specific killing was calculated as
follows: % specific killing ⫽ [(% experimental target death ⫺ % spontaneous
target death)/(100 ⫺ the % spontaneous target death)] ⫻ 100.
The lytic unit 20 (LU20) was defined as the amount of MNCs required to kill
20% of the target cells. To calculate the LU20, E:T ratios at which 20% targets
would be killed were determined from killing curves and multiplied by 8 ⫻ 103
(the number of targets per well). For convenience, the data were expressed as the
amount of LU20 per 105 MNCs. If a 20% killing was not reached even at the
highest E:T ratio (50:1), then the amount of LU20 per 105 MNCs in the sample
was assigned a value of “0”.
Intracellular staining for perforin and CD107a. Freshly isolated MNCs were
surface stained with a PC5-labeled MAb against CD3 and a PE-labeled MAb
against CD56 (4°C, 20 min), washed in PBS, and fixed by 4% paraformaldehyde
(Sigma) in PBS (15 min, 4°C). Fixed cells were permeabilized with 0.1% saponin
in PBS containing 0.5% bovine serum albumin and stained with FITC-labeled
MAbs against CD107a (1/50) or perforin (1/100, clone ␦G9; Abcam, Cambridge,
United Kingdom) for 25 min at room temperature. Control samples were stained
intracellularly with isotype-matched FITC-labeled mouse IgG (Caltag/Invitrogen). The cells were analyzed using a Cytomics FC500 flow cytometer and CXP
software. Expression of intracellular molecules was presented as the MFI of NK
cells in the FITC channel after staining with specific MAbs minus the MFI after
staining with an isotype control.
Statistics. Data were processed using Microsoft Excel 2003 (Microsoft) and
GraphPad Instat 3 (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA). Independent groups
were compared by using the Mann-Whitney U-test. Paired measurements were
compared by using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Correlations were analyzed
using Pearson criteria. All data here are presented as the median (10th to 90th
percentiles).

RESULTS
NK cell degranulation in patients with FRH. To induce NK
cell degranulation, two kinds of stimuli were used: (i) standard
NK-sensitive K562 target cells (receptor-dependent activation)
and (ii) PMA⫹ION (receptor-independent activation). We
observed that in the presence of CB, the PMA⫹ION combination triggers a very strong degranulation response of
healthy donor NK cells (Fig. 1), which is in line with previously published data (3). Therefore, the combination of
PMA⫹ION⫹CB was used as a positive control.
Both during the recurrence of FRH and during remission,
the percentages of NK cells degranulating in response to K562,
PMA⫹ION, or PMA⫹ION⫹CB were significantly lower than
in healthy donors (Table 1 and Fig. 1). Upon paired comparisons of responses obtained in the same patients during relapse
and remission (n ⫽ 24), no statistically significant differences
were revealed.
Besides the percentages of degranulating NK cells, we also
measured the MFI of externalized CD107a on CD107a⫹ NK
cells after treatment with the same stimuli. Since the antiCD107a MAb is present in the medium since the beginning
of stimulation, the MFI of externalized CD107a can be interpreted as a measure of the mean number of granules discharged by individual degranulating NK cell during the stimulation period. The MFI of externalized CD107a in patients
with FRH was significantly lower than in healthy donors, which
was most obvious upon stimulation with PMA⫹ION⫹CB (Table 2 and Fig. 1). Thus, FRH is characterized both by lower
numbers of NK cells capable of degranulation, as judged by
percentages of CD107a⫹ cells, and by lower numbers of granules discharged by individual NK cells, as judged by the MFI of
externalized CD107a. Upon prospective comparisons, the MFI
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Patients and donors. A total of 34 patients with FRH (11 males and 23
females) were examined. Their median age was 32.5 years (range, 24 to 50 years).
(The age here and below is expressed as the median [10th to 90th percentiles].)
Included were patients with a history of FRH and no other active infectious or
inflammatory diseases at the time of examination. Diagnosis of FRH was verified
by an experienced immunodermatologist (I.N.Z.). Most patients (n ⫽ 30) suffered from herpes genitalis, two had herpes labialis, and another two had a
combined form of the disease. The majority of the patients (n ⫽ 25) had two to
six recurrences a year, while nine patients had more severe disease (more than six
recurrences a year).
A subgroup consisting of 24 patients was examined prospectively: once during
relapse (within 48 h after first symptoms) and once in remission (⬃1 month after
the first symptoms of relapse). The remaining 10 patients were studied once
during relapse. During relapses, all patients received acyclovir in a dose of 400
mg three times a day for 10 days.
The control group consisted of 56 healthy subjects (21 males, 35 females).
Their median age was 27 years (range, 23 to 35 years). All subjects had no known
chronic infectious or inflammatory diseases and no acute infections for at least 1
month preceding the blood sampling.
The study was approved by the local Ethical Committee at the Institute of
Immunology (Moscow, Russia). All subjects gave informed consent to the study.
Samples (10 ml) of venous heparinized blood were obtained from all subjects.
NK cell degranulation assay. Degranulation of NK cells following in vitro
stimulation was assessed by a flow cytometry-based assay as described previously
(2, 30), with minor modifications. MNCs were isolated from venous blood by
using density gradient centrifugation, washed three times, and resuspended in
complete culture medium (RPMI containing 2 mM L-glutamine and 10% fetal
calf serum; all from PAA, Pasching, Austria). MNCs were plated in 96-well
U-bottom plates at 5 ⫻ 105 cells/well in the presence of monensin (10 M) and
a fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-labeled monoclonal antibody (MAb) against
CD107a (clone H4A3, at a 1/200 dilution; BD Pharmingen, San Diego, CA). The
anti-CD107a MAb was present in the medium throughout the stimulation period, because CD107a that has been externalized by NK cells upon degranulation
is rapidly reinternalized (7). Degranulation was induced by adding K562 target
cells (5 ⫻ 105 per well, effector/target [E:T] ratio ⫽ 1:1) or phorbol 12-myristate
13-acetate plus ionomycin (PMA⫹ION) to final concentrations of 100 ng/ml and
0.5 g/ml, respectively (both from Sigma, St. Louis, MO). As a positive control
of degranulation, we used PMA⫹ION, together with cytochalasin B (CB; final
concentration, 5 g/ml [Sigma]). A negative control well received complete
culture medium instead of degranulation stimuli. One more control well (staining control) received neither stimuli nor the anti-CD107a MAb. After all of the
ingredients were combined, the contents of each well were mixed once with a
pipette, and the plates were then centrifuged at 200 ⫻ g for 1 min, followed by
incubation for 4 h in a CO2 incubator (5% CO2, 37°C). The plates were then
centrifuged again (450 ⫻ g, 1 min), the supernatants were discarded, and the cells
were resuspended in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) containing 0.02% sodium
azide and 0.02% EDTA in order to dissociate cell-cell aggregates (5 min, room
temperature). The cells were then washed in PBS with 0.5% bovine serum
albumin and stained with a PC5-labeled MAb against CD3 and a phycoerythrin
(PE)-labeled MAb against CD56 (both from Beckman Coulter, Miami, FL).
After another wash, the cells were analyzed by a Cytomics FC500 flow cytometer
equipped with CXP software (Beckman Coulter). NK cells were identified as
CD3⫺ CD56⫹ events with light scatter characteristics of lymphocytes. Three
readout parameters were measured: (i) the percentage of CD107a⫹ NK cells
among all NK cells, (ii) the percentage of CD107a⫹ NK cells among all MNCs,
and (iii) the mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of externalized CD107a on
CD107a⫹ NK cells.
NK activity assay. The NK activity of the MNCs was measured by using a flow
cytometry-based assay. Briefly, K562 target cells were labeled with CFSE (carboxyfluorescein diacetate succinimidyl ester; Invitrogen, Paisley, United Kingdom) and plated in 96-well U-bottom plates at 8 ⫻ 103/well. Effector MNCs were
added in graded numbers such that the E:T ratio ranged from 3.125:1 to 50:1.
Each E:T ratio was tested in duplicate. To control for spontaneous target cell
death, an additional two wells containing only target cells were prepared. The
cells were incubated 4 h at 37°C in the presence of 5% CO2 and then resuspended and stained for 10 min with propidium iodide (PI) at 1 g/ml. Duplicates
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of externalized CD107a in remission was not different from
that of CD107a in relapse, irrespective of the stimulus used.
Intracellular expression of CD107a and perforin by NK cells
from patients with FRH. One cause of the impaired externalization of CD107a by NK cells in FRH could be the low
intracellular content of CD107a. We therefore stained ex vivo
NK cells for intracellular CD107a, but we found no significant
differences between healthy donors and patients with FRH
(Table 3). Furthermore, the intracellular levels of CD107a in
ex vivo NK cells did not correlate with subsequent degranulation responses, measured either as percentages of degranulating NK cells or the MFI of externalized CD107a (data not
shown).
Since CD107a can be found in subcellular compartments
other than lytic granules, its intracellular levels may not adequately reflect the sizes of the granule compartments in NK

cells. Therefore, we stained NK cells for perforin, which is a
more specific marker of the lytic granules (MAb ␦G9 was used
for staining). Again, the intracellular levels of perforin were
similar in NK cells from healthy donors and patients (Table 3).
These data argue that reduced degranulation of NK cells in
FRH, as measured by CD107a externalization, is not caused by
a smaller size of the lytic granule compartment and/or by lower
CD107a expression.
NK activity of MNCs in patients with FRH. The NK activity
during the remission of FRH tended to be lower than in
healthy donors (Fig. 2); however, a statistically significant difference between the two groups was observed only at E:T ratio
of 50:1. At this ratio, 41.5% (range, 26.4 to 72.7%) of the K562
cells were killed by MNCs from healthy donors, whereas only
32.4% (range, 16.9 to 69.7%) of the targets were killed by
MNCs from FRH patients in remission (P ⬍ 0.05). Upon

TABLE 1. Percentages of NK cells degranulating in response to the given stimuli, in relation to all NK cells
Median % NK cells degranulating (10th to 90th percentiles)a
Group

Healthy donors
FRH, recurrence
FRH, remission
a

n

40
33
24

No stimuli

K562

PMA⫹ION

PMA⫹ION⫹CB

0.4 (0.1–0.8)
0.5 (0.1–1.2)
0.3 (0.1–0.7)

11.2 (5.1–21.8)
7.7 (3.0–15.7)*
8.2 (4.8–14.5)*

11.8 (5.2–23.9)
4.3 (1.3–12.5)***
5.5 (1.7–11.0)***

66.8 (32.5–88.5)
49.4 (16.9–68.0)**
39.1 (25.4–68.6)**

ⴱ, P ⬍ 0.05; ⴱⴱ, P ⬍ 0.01; ⴱⴱⴱ, P ⬍ 0.001 (compared to the response to the same stimulus in healthy donors 关Mann-Whitney U-test兴).
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FIG. 1. Typical pattern of the degranulation of NK cells from a healthy donor (upper row) and a patient with FRH in recurrence (middle row)
and in remission (lower row) without stimulation and in response to K562 cells, phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate plus ionomycin (PMA⫹ION), and
phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate plus ionomycin plus cytochalasin B (PMA⫹ION⫹CB). NK cell degranulation assay was performed as described
in Materials and Methods, and the results were assessed by flow cytometry. Shown are the results for gated CD3⫺ CD56⫹ NK cells. The numerators
indicate percentages of NK cells that have externalized CD107a during the 4-h incubation period, and the denominators indicate the mean
fluorescence intensity (MFI) of CD107a on CD107a⫹ NK cells (in arbitrary units).
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TABLE 2. Mean fluorescence intensity of externalized CD107a on
degranulating NK cells
Median MFI (10th to 90th percentiles)a
Group

n
K562

PMA⫹ION

PMA⫹ION⫹CB

Healthy donors 40 3.6 (2.2–8.0)
3.4 (1.7–10.4) 8.4 (3.3–18.5)
FRH, recurrence 33 2.7 (1.6–4.5)*** 3.0 (1.8–4.8) 3.6 (2.4–5.8)***
FRH, remission 24 2.6 (1.7–4.6)*** 2.8 (1.8–3.9) 2.9 (2.3–5.1)***
a
The mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of externalized CD107a on degranulating NK cells is expressed in arbitrary units. ⴱⴱ, P ⬍ 0.01; ⴱⴱⴱ, P ⬍ 0.001
(compared to the response to the same stimulus in healthy donors 关MannWhitney U-test兴).

TABLE 3. Intracellular expression of CD107a and perforin
Group

Healthy donors
FRH, recurrence
FRH, remission

Median MFI
(10th to 90th percentiles)a
CD107a

Perforin

11.1 (6.6–14.1)
9.1 (5.6–17.3)
10.7 (5.0–17.6)

38.7 (24.7–52.4)
29.1 (19.3–51.2)
32.8 (19.7–59.4)

a
The intracellular expression of CD107a and perforin is indicated as the MFI
in arbitrary units.

isolated MNCs to kill MHC-I⫺ K562 cells. A simple model can
be proposed, wherein the NK activity of MNCs depends on
three main factors: (i) the percentages of NK cells among
MNCs, (i) the ability of NK cells to degranulate, and (iii) the
expression of cytotoxic molecules such as perforin by NK cells.
We therefore analyzed whether NK activity correlates with any
of the three parameters in healthy donors and patients with
FRH. Patients in recurrence or remission were analyzed separately. As a measure of NK activity, we used target cell killing
at E:T ratio of 50:1.
As expected, in all three groups there was a moderate positive correlation between the NK activity of MNCs and the
percentages of NK cells among MNCs (Table 4). In addition,
the NK activity correlated with the percentages of NK cells
degranulating in response to K562 cells. These latter correlations were stronger when the percentages of degranulating NK
cells taken into analysis were calculated in relation to all of the
MNCs rather than to all the NK cells (Table 4), which is
reasonable, since NK activity was tested using unfractionated
MNCs and not isolated NK cells. In healthy donors and FRH
patients in remission, correlations between NK activity and the
frequencies of degranulating NK cells (in relation to all
MNCs) were strong (r ⬎ 0.7), whereas only a moderate correlation was observed upon recurrence of FRH (r ⫽ 0.53,
Table 4). In all groups, the NK activity of the MNCs did not
correlate with the MFI of the surface CD107a on degranulating NK cells (Table 4) or with the intracellular content of
CD107a or perforin in NK cells (data not shown). Similar
correlation coefficients were obtained when the amounts of
LU20 per 105 MNCs were used as a measure of NK activity
(data not shown).
Functional parameters of NK cells do not correlate with
severity of FRH. The subgroups with moderate disease (two to
six relapses/year) and severe disease (more than six relapses/
year) did not differ from each other with regard to any parameter studied, including the NK activity, the degranulation of
NK cells in response to different stimuli, and the intracellular
content of CD107a or perforin (data not shown). In the two
separate subgroups, as in the entire FRH group, none of the
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recurrence, however, 35.3% (range, 11.1 to 58.0%) of the targets were killed at an E:T ratio of 50:1 (Fig. 2), which was not
significantly different from the donor group.
The amount of LU20 per 105 MNCs followed the same
trends. MNCs from healthy donors contained 0.93 LU20
(range, 0.36 to 2.6 LU20) per 105 MNCs, which was not different from values in FRH patients during recurrence (0.77 LU20
[range, 0 to 2.73 LU20]) but was significantly higher than in
FRH patients during remission (0.41 LU20 [range, 0 to 2.46
LU20]; P ⫽ 0.03).
Percentages of NK cells among MNCs in patients with FRH.
The discrepancy between low NK cell degranulation and “normal” NK activity, which was observed during recurrence of
FRH, could result from elevated percentages of NK cells
among MNCs at this stage, which could compensate for deficient degranulation. However, percentages of CD3⫺ CD56⫹
NK cells among MNCs in FRH patients did not differ from
those in healthy donors, being 7.2% (range, 2.8 to 17.0%)
during recurrence and 6.7% (range, 2.5 to 14.8%) in remission
compared to 8.9% (range, 3.8 to 18.7%) in the donors. Furthermore, when percentages of degranulating NK cells were
calculated in relation to all MNCs rather than to all NK cells
(as in Table 1), they were still significantly lower in recurrence
compared to healthy donors. For example, upon stimulation
with K562, degranulating NK cells constituted 0.9% (range, 0.3
to 2.6%) of MNCs in healthy donors and 0.5% (range, 0.1 to
1.3%) of MNCs in the recurrence of FRH (P ⬍ 0.01) and 0.5%
(range, 0.2 to 1.4%) in remission (P ⬍ 0.05). Thus, the lack of
difference in NK activity between the donors and the FRH
patients upon recurrence cannot be explained by a compensatory increase in percentages of the NK cells among MNCs
during recurrence.
Correlation of NK activity with percentages and degranulation of NK cells. The most direct measure of NK cell function,
among those used here, is NK activity, i.e., the ability of freshly

FIG. 2. NK activity in healthy donors (n ⫽ 51) and patients with
FRH upon recurrence (n ⫽ 28) and remission (n ⫽ 23). MNCs from
patients and donors were incubated for 4 h with K562 target cells at the
indicated effector/target (E:T) ratios, and the percentages of killed
K565 cells were determined as described in Materials and Methods.
Squares, diamonds, and triangles denote medians of respective groups;
bars represent the 10th and 90th percentiles. *, P ⬍ 0.05 (comparison
between healthy donors and FRH patients in remission at this E:T
ratio).
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TABLE 4. Pearson correlation coefficients between parameter 1 and parameter 2 in healthy donors and patients with FRH
Pearson correlation coefficient (r)a
Parameter 1

% NK cells among MNCs
% NK cells degranulating in response to K562, in relation
to all NK cells
% NK cells degranulating in response to K562, in relation
to all MNCs
MFI externalized CD107a on NK cells degranulating in
response to K562
a

Parameter 2
Healthy donors

FRH (recurrence)

FRH (remission)

NK activity
NK activity

0.64***
0.42*

0.59**
0.42*

0.63**
0.7***

NK activity

0.72***

0.53**

0.79***

NK activity

0.03

–0.06

0.02

Asterisks indicate the P values for the correlation coefficients as follows: *, P ⬍ 0.05; ⴱⴱ, P ⬍ 0.01; and ⴱⴱⴱ, P ⬍ 0.001.

DISCUSSION
NK cells can lyse HSV-infected targets in vitro and are important in the control of HSV infection in vivo (13, 19, 36). The
contribution of NK cell dysfunction to the pathogenesis of
FRH has long been debated (12, 24, 33, 40). To our knowledge, the present study is the first to directly examine degranulation of NK cells in FRH. We found that FRH is associated
with deficient NK cell degranulation responses both to classical
NK cell targets (K562 cells) and to PMA⫹ION (Table 1).
Since PMA and ION act downstream of the surface receptors,
this finding suggests that the impaired degranulation in FRH
was not caused by defective target cell recognition. This conclusion is supported by a recent study that reported no differences in NK cell receptor expression in FRH patients and
healthy controls (9).
We found that NK activity in the FRH patients was significantly lower than in the donors only during remission, which is
reminiscent of earlier findings (12, 24). The low NK activity,
most likely caused by deficient NK cell degranulation, could
hinder the elimination of HSV-infected cells and facilitate a
recurrence. Upon recurrence, however, while NK cell degranulation responses remained low, the NK activity was not significantly different from that in healthy donors. Furthermore,
the correlation between NK activity of MNCs and the percentages of degranulating NK cells among MNCs, which was strong
in healthy donors and in patients with remission of FRH, was
somewhat weaker upon recurrence of FRH (Table 4). One
possible explanation for these findings is that NK cells, after
being primed in vivo in response to the active HSV infection,
use degranulation-independent mechanisms of killing, which
may involve FasL, TRAIL, or arachidonic acid metabolites (15,
32, 34). Second, primed NK cells may produce gamma interferon (IFN-␥) (18), which in turn may sensitize K562 cells to
perforin-dependent killing (4). We assume that NK cells may
utilize same mechanisms to combat HSV-infected cells in vivo.
Third, another MNC subpopulation might develop NK-like
activity during recurrence. One candidate could be the CD3⫹
CD56⫹ “natural T” cells (17), which do degranulate (albeit
very modestly) upon coculture with K562; however, the degranulation responses of these cells were somewhat lower in
FRH patients than in the healthy donors and were not different
in recurrence compared to remission (our unpublished observations).

It is currently unclear whether the low NK cell degranulation
responses in patients with FRH are a consequence of the
ongoing HSV infection or a primary event predisposing individuals to FRH. Reports on the ability of the HSVs to inhibit
NK cell functions are scarce. An early study showed that NK
cells can be disarmed (i.e., loose their cytotoxicity) upon cellcell contact with HSV-infected targets (16), but the mechanisms of this effect remain unclear (41). A more recent report
indicated that ICP27, an immediate-early gene product of
HSV-1, makes HSV-infected cells secrete a type I IFN antagonist (22), which may potentially block the effects of type I
IFNs on NK cells, resulting in lower degranulation. Type I IFN
signaling is essential for NK cell responses to HSV infection
(21). However, since the parameters of NK cell degranulation
in FRH did not depend on the disease stage (Tables 1 and 2)
or severity, it is questionable that the low NK cell degranulation in FRH is a direct consequence of the active HSV
infection.
Compared to the standard NK activity assay, which is based
on the quantitation of killed targets, the degranulation assay
offers valuable additional information about NK cells, namely,
it reveals their functional heterogeneity. A consistent finding in
all studies on the subject is that only a minor fraction of ex vivo
NK cells degranulate upon coincubation with K562 or other
target cells (2, 7, 8, 35); the same was observed in the present
study (Fig. 1 and Table 1). Even the PMA⫹ION⫹CB combination, which is an exceptionally strong stimulus that triggers
the degranulation of ⬎90% of neutrophils (our unpublished
observations), induces degranulation in only 66.8% (range,
32.5 to 88.5%) of the NK cells from healthy donors and in even
fewer NK cells from FRH patients (Table 1). It could be
hypothesized that only NK cells that can degranulate in response to PMA⫹ION⫹CB are “cytotoxically competent,”
whereas FRH is accompanied by shrinkage of this “competent” NK cell subpopulation in peripheral blood (Table 1).
This, in turn, may be caused by redistribution of the “competent” NK cells to the sites of active infection or by dilution of
the circulating NK cell pool by cells that have been disarmed
upon contact with HSV-infected targets (16). However, again,
the lack of association between NK cell degranulation and
stage or severity of FRH does not support such a scenario.
Given all of the above, it appears more likely that the moderate deficiency of NK cell degranulation, observed here, is a
certain primary defect that might contribute to susceptibility to
FRH. Since degranulation responses in the FRH group vary
over a wide range and partly overlap with responses in healthy
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studied parameters depended on the stage of the disease (recurrence or remission).
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donors (Tables 1 and 2, Fig. 2), it is obvious that the impaired
NK cell degranulation must combine with other factors to
produce a clinical disease. Similarly, particular clinical characteristics of the disease, including its severity, are probably determined by factors other than the deficient degranulation of
NK cells.
In conclusion, FRH is associated with a moderate deficiency
in NK cell degranulation responses compared to healthy donors. The causes of this deficiency, as well as its role in the
pathogenesis of FRH, require further in-depth investigation.
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